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# Agency Date
Page, Reference, Figure or 

Category
Comment Response (by sponsor)

e.g. Planning 1-Oct

Figure 1 - Community 
improvements: 
neighborhood 
Infrastructure

An entire neighborhood park should be delivered for first 1,000 units, as per 
Design Standards & Guidelines 2.24

1
Nbhd Comm St Section 
(Humboldt & Georgia)

 I see the 26' clear here, but instead of 11' lanes with 2' buffer, what about 10' 
lanes with 3' buffer?  And could the 3' buffer be green or at least permeable?

2
Utility Sections 2 + 7 
(Humboldt and Georgia Sts 
at bulbouts)

Related to the above, 4.5' bulbouts are not minimum 6' standard and would leave 
too much room at corners.  Are utilities already maxed out that we can't have 6' 
bulbouts? We faced this issue on Treasure island and really don't want to be 
compromising here.  Utility lines can run under bulbouts for short lengths.

3
Nbhd Comm St Section 
(Maryland)

Unless there's transit on this street, why not 10' lanes and 7' bike lanes?

4 Alley Section

26' clear shared lane is too wide for an alley. Vehicles will speed with the free 
width,  and peds won't feel comfortable to use the roadway.  4' and 5' pedestrian 
side throughways are squeezed and inadequate.  Suggest finding a creative way to 
narrow (at least visually) the streetway and improve the pedestrian experience. 
Can these alleys be more like green alleys, or pedestrian-only, with vehicle access 
allowed only for users accessing garages on the alleys?

5
Unnamed back alley 
bordering Pier 70, section

This alley seems a poor side to show to Pier 70'. 20 clear service drive with 5' ped 
throughways is too much space for vehicles and too little for peds.  Suggest similar 
creative solution as above.  There particularly would seem room for this given that 
this alley is not a fire access frontage.

6
Figure 15 (23rd St section, 
west of Georgia)

A 5' bikeway is too narrow, and 7' planting seems unreasonably wide given narrow 
bike lane.  Suggest a 7' bikeway and 5' planting zone.
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7 Framework Principle 7 If we're creating a healthy, resilient, and environmentally innvotive neighborhood, 
why not create green and innovative streets, especially to manage stormwater?

8
Utility Sections 3 -6  (23rd 
Street)

None of these 23rd St utility sections seem to match the corresponding illustrative 
sections.  In Section 3,  13' lanes are  too wide.

9 Utility Section 9
There is no corresponding illustrative section for this segment of Georgia St.  If 13' 
lanes are absolutely necessary here for 26' clear, strongly suggest, at minimum, 
using paving to visually narrow the roadway to 20' 

10 Utility Section 10 Doesn't match corresponding illustrative section.  More or less matches but total 
ROW width does not.

11 Utility Sections 11+12 As with Section 9, suggest using paving to visually narrow the roadway to 20'-22'.  
A 14' and 12' lane is too wide for a street bordering a park.

12 Fire Access Frontages
Is Fire Access absolutely necessary on the 3 alley street segments of Delaware & 
Louisiana?  Another alley, Michigan, does not require fire access, and I would 
suggest doing the same for Delaware & Louisiana

13 Building Lobbies
As with above, suggest not allowing building lobbies on the alley streets of 
Delaware & Louisiana & Michigan.  Secondary pedestrian-only entrances can be 
located on these alleys, but not main entrances.
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